The TIGR gene, pathogenic mechanisms, and other recent advances in glaucoma genetics.
Important advances have been made within the past year in the area of glaucoma genetics, including the identification of the TIGR gene for adult as well as juvenile GLC1A glaucoma, a P450 gene for GLC3A congenital glaucoma, and a bicoidhomeobox transcription factor gene RIEG for developmental glaucoma. The cloning of TIGR as a candidate gene for glaucoma is based on its distinctive induction in human trabecular meshwork cells and tissues, its induction profile, and the expressed molecule's putative biologic properties. Results from several laboratories showing defects in the olfactomedin homology domain of the TIGR gene have generated particular interest concerning potential pathogenic mechanisms. Recent progress in glaucoma genetics has also included the identification of new loci in familial adult open-angle glaucoma, the identification of a locus associated with pigment dispersion syndrome, and the collection of new families for linkage analyses and clinical assessments. Taken together, these findings offer future prospects for improving diagnostic criteria, for understanding disease etiologies, and for developing improved therapeutic strategies.